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introduction
about MUN | target audience | objectives | research
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model united nations
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local mun scene
70+ MUNners every year

4 MUN Teachers in-charge

2 official MUNs organized yearly

14 MUNs attended yearly
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objective
- To serve as a guide by 

creating, consolidating and 
refining learning resources 
for new and existing HCI 
MUNners 

-
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Teachers
Future batches

target audience
HCI Delegates
Old, new and budding
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lit review
Existing Online Websites

- bestdelegate.com

Existing Singaporean ROP Guides
- IMUNC 2018 RoP Guide

Links: bestdelegate.com 
https://www.imunc.org/assets/pdf/IMUNC%20&%20MES%202018%20Rules%20of%20Proce
dure.pdf
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lit review weaknesses

Organized
Not Localized
Too Wordy
Unspecific
Not Interactive
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our resources
mentorship | website | info-booklet | card game
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mentorship

websiteinfo booklet

overview
card game



info booklet
11*not an accurate visual representation

*



objectives
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general uninteresting 
and boring

informative accessibleconcise



Product
￮ 7-segments to MUN protocol
￮ Covers details essential for 

beginner MUNners
￮ Concise and neatly organised
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structure
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Tenets of 
good 

writing

clarity

humanity simplicity

brevity



card game
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objectives
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overt academic 
focus

boring

experience
mun

afresh

recap
mun

concepts

train
soft
skills



gameplay
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video placeholder 



conception
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card designs 
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card designs 
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card designs 
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card designs 
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website
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objectives
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detailed 
archive

secure
access

interactive
activities

informative
guides
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28

secure 
access

online 
reference

restricted

competitivity
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informative
guides

Info booklet 
skimmed info

video tutorials

card game 
instructions
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interactive
activities

card game 
softcopy

reso writing 
practicesquizzes
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detailed 
archive

achievements

samples

bank folder



mentorship
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objectives
￮ Personalized touch
￮ on-the-ground perspective
￮ Cater to needs
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has it been a 
success?

clue: 3 letter word
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OutreachEnhance Interest



Interest
- card game provided a fresh 

roleplaying experience for 
MUNners to learn through play

- training booklet was informative, 
yet concise and organised



Enhance
- card game allows better 

navigation of MUN landscape and 
reveals areas of weaknesses

- training booklet provides a clear 
and informative guide that has strong 
links in the HCI local MUNscape



Outreach
- FUN@MUN provided a 

platform to attract new 
delegates

- Mentorship, and the rest served to 
engage current MUNners on all levels . 



69%
Felt it was very 

Informative
The other 31% felt it was 

INFORMATIVE

67%
Felt it was very easily 

Understood
31% felt it was easily 

UNDERSTOOD

100%
would

Recommend 
the training module and 

resource package To their 
juniors



NEXUS TECHNOLOGY OF TOMORROW

 highlights
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The booklet was pretty comprehensive, from explaining how and where to research, to 
detailing the ROP. All (the knowledge included inside) was simple and understandable. 
Also, the MUN booklet helped to further affirm my understanding of how MUN works.

Justin Lim, VC in OPMUN’18, BPS in IMUNC’18, OD in FUN@MUN’18  

The booklet had examples for us to follow which made writing the position paper much 
easier. What I liked about it (was that) there was a model answer in the booklet as a 

reference, and that the information in the booklet was very clear

Josiah Ang, HM in FUN@MUN
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YES!

but one more thing...

!



being used in SDYC -

TODAY
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sources
￮ Pictures by HCMAS 2018
￮ (n.d.). Retrieved from 

https://www.google.com.sg/url?sa=i&source=images&cd=&cad=rja&uact=8&ved=2ahUK
EwiZi7TCnfHcAhWFvY8KHTKXCpwQjRx6BAgBEAU&url=https://pxhere.com/en/photo/110692
5&psig=AOvVaw0AMstbskZ3bGN1ANAP6tbl&ust=1534497034977558

￮ (n.d.). Retrieved August 15, 2018, from 
https://encrypted-tbn0.gstatic.com/images?q=tbn:ANd9GcQbvjk0B6bFp6TNPVY1WhoR-n
fs-AS-grWK7bpw4iWZM1_SBxQCYQ

￮ (n.d.). Retrieved August 15, 2018, from 
https://www.google.com.sg/url?sa=i&source=images&cd=&cad=rja&uact=8&ved=2ahUK
EwjcoOH1n_HcAhVBmlkKHV10BKAQjRx6BAgBEAU&url=https://gildedwithin.com/story-of-m
entorship-choose-good-mentor/&psig=AOvVaw0fVrHDfDk2-qBp0lk0BICU&ust=15344978
02629924

￮ (n.d.). Retrieved August 15, 2018, from 
https://www.google.com.sg/url?sa=i&source=images&cd=&cad=rja&uact=8&ved=2ahUK
Ewig8JP5oPHcAhXGrFkKHRGQDIkQjRx6BAgBEAU&url=http://bestdelegate.com/resources/
&psig=AOvVaw1OpBq9rMkg9_HtvyMzBnno&ust=1534498076588452 43
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thanks!


